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Background

GPCRs are favorite targets for CNS and other indications. The more and 
more crystal structures available in the PDB provide new opportunities 
for fragment based discovery programs on GPCR targets [1,4]. 
InFarmatik collected experience on the CNS field by the synthesis of 
reference compounds, building blocks, scaffolds, and custom fragments. 
InFarmatik put together an initial set of 255-compounds of GPCR 
Fragment Library out of this experience. In this work we subjected this 
set of fragments to the assessment of “GPCR-likeness”. 

Objectives

The objective was to develop a fragment generation tool and a basic 
set of virtual and “real” fragments which could be used in the 
estimation of GPCR-likeness to targets with known structures. This 
tool as combined by docking and scoring could be later further 
completed with new crystal structures of GPCRs and other membrane 
proteins.

The flowchart used for assessment of GPCR-likeness (scheme 1) 
contains the following steps: 

1. ChEMBL GPCR SARfari database was filtered according to the 
following criteria:

•Structural criteria: small molecule ligands only
•Screening data criteria: reliability selection selection of 
constant inhibitior concentration value

- Target criteria: GPCR class A

2. The resulted database is dived into two classes 
•Real screening compounds Ro5
•Real fragments Ro3

3. Real screening compounds are fragmented using the RECAP 
algorithm [5]. Fragmentation products were structurally checked 
and the rules of the fragmentation are modified to result 
chemically meaningful fragments. This would result our virtual 
fragment set.

4. The real fragments are than docked into the following GPCR 
crystal structures: 

•human beta2-adrenergic receptor
•turkey beta1-adrenergic receptor
•human histamine H1 receptor
•human adenosine A2A receptor
•human dopamine D3 receptor
•human chemokine CXCR4 receptor

Using Autodock Vina on Amazon Cloud. 

5. The virtual fragments are docked into the same targets using 
the same technology. The compounds with highest scores, which 
are different from real fragments, are identified as starting points 
for our GPCR library, and selected for synthesis.

6. InFarmatik GPCR Fragment library was also docked similarly 
into this set of class A GPCR structures and the best scored 
members were selected for screening.
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 compound data
ChEMBL GPCR set        118 834      546 467    
Data filtered (10 
micromolar)          72 132      189 694    
Salt ion remove          71 798    
real fragments           1 193    
real compounds          34 430    
generated fragments          97 760    
virtual fragments           3 210    
InFarmatik GPCR set              255    
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Results and discussion:

The in silico work and the analysis was finished. The in silico 
work was performed by mcule.com with the company’s 
software suite.
1. Filtering by data reliability: 10 micromolar upper treshold was 
defined 

2. Astex Ro3 fragment criteria were used as Ro3 filter

3. Fragmentation
The fragmentation was performed with RDKit (version 2011 
Q3). We used the RECAP algorithm modified with the following 
cleavages rules:
The products of the cleavage of amide and ester bond were 
transformed to methyl amides and formamides respectively 
since the advantageous physicochemical properties of the 
compound class. The sulfonyl derivatives were transformed to 
the corresponding amides. Fragmentation on this way resulted 
3,201 unique, synthetically accessible fragments.
The downstream statistics of the data filtration and virtual 
fragment generations are shown on Table 1.

4. Structure Preparation & Docking
The exhaustiveness parameter of the AutoDock Vina 1.04 was 
adjusted to 2 instead of using the default 8 value. This change 
accelerated the run speed by four times and the low number of 
the rotatable bonds (max.3) justified this change. 

The target crystal GPCR structures were selected in 
preference of the resolution. The binding site was identified as 
22*22*22 angstrom cage centered to the center of the ligand, 
with which the GPCR protein was co-crystallized.

The 4,423 unified fragment structures were than transformed 
to the most probably protomer, tautomer and conformer using 
Chemaxon tools. The generated conformers were docked into 
the six GPCR targets and ranked individually.
Results are shown in Table 2 and the statistic data on 
Diagram1. 

Although in silico data should be handled with precaution, 
we identified many interesting trends when browsing the 
score table:

1. Since InFarmatik tentatively designed compounds 
breaking the Ro3, there are plenty fragments with 
outstanding general binding properties.

2. Real fragments get somewhat higher ranks than virtual 
fragments. (The duplication filter may have removed plenty 
of them from the virtual space)

3. First 100 rank position has a large number of helix and 
beta-turn mimetics, like InFarmatik’s GPCR-0022 (rank 1, 
docked pictures are shown on Figure1) and ChEMBL 
215167 (real fragment).

4. It is also very interesting to browse the database in terms 
of selectivity observed in the docking experiments. While 
there is a general binding preference toward human beta2-
adrenergic and human histamine H1 receptor, we identified 
selectiv compounds with other preferences.
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7. The selected virtual GPCR fragments are synthesized.

8. The synthesized compounds are screened on the selected 
targets to validate the result of the in silico method.


